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Instructions
1. Start each answer on a new page and answer all parts of a question at one place.
2. Write the steps clearly for complete credit. Clearly state all your assumptions.
3. Make an index on the back side of the front page of the main answer sheet.

1. Illustrate the soft state at the sender and the receiver for SS+RT protocol. Also draw the signaling message flow
diagram. (7M)

2. Create a symmetric protocol to run in place of TCP with the following requirements.
i) One PDU per mechanism
ii) Support for sliding window protocols (namely, Go-Back-N, Stop-and-Wait and Selective Repeat)
iii) Support for network channels (in-connection multiplexing)
iv) Support for concurrent connections, error detection with optional recovery, ordered delivery and

policy negotiation.
v) The protocol is to be used for transfer of large multimedia streams (>10Mbps in bandwidth) for long

duration (>1 hour).

Write down the following aspects of the protocol.

(a) The format of all the PDUs with brief explanation of the mechanisms. (10M)

(b) All the policies and the use of mechanisms to run the policies. (6M)

(c) Protocol machines of the protocol and it’s offered interface. (7M)

3. If your protocol designed in Q2 is used to transfer a 10Mb file in stream mode using IP packet sizes of 1400 bytes,
calculate the efficiency of transmission (η) at the transport layer as per the following formula.

η “ 1 ´
Total protocol overhead in bits

Total bits given to IP

Provide suggestions to improve the protocol efficiency for the above mentioned kind of scenarios. (5M-Bonus)


